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TOTAL 24 HOURS OF SPA
PREVIEW

ISSUE 03

BLANCPAIN GT
SERIES
2017

Overall Championship

1. Bortolloti/Engelhart - 86
2. Buhk/Perera - 82
3. Abril - 82
4. Soulet/Soucek - 51

Sprint Cup

1. Buhk/Perera - 49
2. Winkelho./Stevens - 44

Hamburg (Germany), 12 July 2017:

3. Leonard - 42

More than 60 GT3 racing cars are ready to ride one of the
most breath-taking race tracks in the world. And so is the

Endurance Cup

Hamburg-based driver Maximilian Buhk, who is looking
ahead with excitement to one of the season´s highlights:

1. Soucek/Soulet/Abril - 51

The Total 24 Hours of Spa, which will take place at the

2. Caldarelli / Bortolloti /

rollercoaster

ride

through

the

Ardennes
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at

Spa-

Engelhart - 50
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3. Rigon/Shaytar/Molina - 46

Francorchamps at the end of July.

4. Buhk / Perera /
Eriksson - 33

Despite his young age of 24 years, Buhk already belongs
to

the

„old-iron-league“

of

drivers

around

the

approximately 7-kilometre-long track. In 2013, when he
debuted aged only 19, the AMG-driver climbed the top
podium and took overall victory together with the
experienced Bernd Schneider and Maximilian Götz.
Buhk will race at Spa for the fifth consecutive time in 2017
and is optimistic following an exciting and varied season to

BLANCPAIN GT
SERIES 2017

Blancpain Endurance Cup
22./23.4.17

Monza

date. “Of course, I would like to repeat my victory from my

13./14.5.17

Silverstone

debut year in 2013”, says Buhk. “But you can´t predict a

24./24.6.17

Paul Ricard

24-hour race. Especially Spa is a very hot ground not least

27.-30.7.17 24 Hours Spa

because of the unforeseeable, freak weather that can ruin

30.9./1.10.17 Barcelona

whole strategies. Taking this into consideration, I would be
happy to have a clean and faultless race. But in the end,
we will try to take home as many points as possible
towards the championship.”
The points scored at Spa are counted towards the

Blancpain Sprint Cup
1./2.4.17

Misano

6./7.5.17

Brands Hatch

2.-4.7.17

Zolder

25.-27.8.17

Budapest

15.-17.9.17

Nürburgring

Endurance Cup and Buhk, together with his team-mates
Franck Perera (France) and the Swede Jimmy Eriksson, is
currently running in fourth place with a gap of 18 points to
the lead. “If it went really bad, Spa could damage your
whole

championship,

especially

if

your

TIMETABLE

strongest

competitors finish in the front spots and you don´t earn
anything.”

Wednesday, 26 July 2017
16:00 - 19:30 Parade

As the tradition goes, the opening of the weekend is

Thursday, 27 July 2017

celebrated with a unique cars and drivers parade from the

11:50 - 13:20 Free Practice

race track to the centre of town of Spa. The streets are

17:45 - 18:45 Pre-Qualifying

lined by numerous fans who cheer on the entire grid on its

20:10 - 21:25 Qualifying

way to Spa. “The parade is something really special, after

21:55 - 23:55 Night Practice

all when do you ever get the chance to drive a GT3 car on
a normal road. The fans are everywhere and it is just
great.”

Friday, 28 July 2017
18:45 - 19:15 Warm Up
19:30 - 20:00 Super Pole
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It will start getting serious from Thursday with the first free
practice, followed by qualifying and night practice, which

Saturday, 29 July 2017

will be the preparation for Super Pole on Friday. The race

16:30 Total 24 Hours of Spa

will start on Saturday at 4:30 pm.

- INTERVIEW Blanchimont or Eau Rouge, which one requires more courage and what is more
exciting?
“Eau Rouge requires more courage, but you do get a kick at various points around the
track, not just at Eau Rouge and Blanchimont.“
What is so special about Spa compared to other 24-hour races?
“There are only GT3 cars at Spa, therefore there is only one category of cars. Of course,
there are different classes with PRO, PRO/AM and AM. But the competitiveness is
extremely high, because all cars are running on the same level. There is not one moment
on one lap that you can take it easy, it´s like a Sprint race in which you give 105% on every
singly lap.”
http://mailchi.mp/e615f45b048a/maximilian-buhk-newsletter-2017-1194477
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Do you have a local weatherman or do you have rely on the radar?
“We have to rely on the weather radar, but at the same time the weather in Spa can
change from one second to the other and you still get surprised – that´s Spa.“

Images copyright OLIVIER BEROUD / VISION SPORT AGENCY

NEXT STOPP:
SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
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“Eau Rouge takes quite a lot of courage. But the track offers so many different
parts and so many thrills, it´s not just the famous Eau Rouge or Blanchimont,
it´s the entire track that´s exciting.”

Spa-Francorchamps, Belgien

7,004 km
21 corners
Track record: 1min 47s 263 (2009)
Result 2016 Maxi Buhk: 6th place
HTP Motorsport, Mercedes-AMG GT3
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